We know that a carefree and positive accommodation experience in Riga during your stay is a very important aspect as it affects your ability to study and improve the Russian language, explore the city, relax, get new impressions and experience, and thus we have different solutions on offer for you.

THE SHARED FLAT
The shared flat is located in the very center of Riga on Brivibas street 93. Its interior is decorated in a simple and functional spirit, floors and furniture from real wood create a unique atmosphere of comfort. The shared flat is just a 20 minutes walk from the school or an 8-10 minutes bus ride. There are vast possibilities for having a great leisure time, as nearby there are cafes, clubs, bookstore and a market with fresh products. It is a great place for getting to know people from all over the world!

The shared flat provides:
- 4 comfortable single rooms and 1 big double room;
- Shared kitchen, equipped with necessary tableware, with a large common space;
- 2 WCs and a shower, a washing machine, TV set and Wi-Fi.

Prices per week:
- Single room, self-catering - 220 EUR; long term 8-11 weeks: 196 EUR; 12-23 weeks: 183 EUR

THE IN-HOUSE RESIDENCE
The in-house residence is located in the same building with the school in the very heart of Riga. It’s a perfect option for those who want to live just a few steps from the classroom and within walking distance from the historical Old Town.

The in-house residence provides:
- 2 or 3 comfortable shared or en-suite rooms;
- Shared kitchen, fully equipped with necessary tableware;
- WCs and a shower, TV set and Wi-Fi.

Prices per week:
- Single room en-suite bathroom, self-catering: 290 EUR; long term 8-11 weeks: 258 EUR;

THE HOST-FAMILY ACCOMMODATION
An ideal choice for students who wish to experience Russian daily life outside the classroom and practice the language in an informal atmosphere. Host families live within easy access to the school. Our families have been carefully selected and are very sociable, curious about the culture of other nations, tolerant, and patient.

Prices per week:
- Standard Host family, single room with breakfast - 180 EUR, with half board - 240 EUR per week;
- Executive Host family, single room with breakfast - 250 EUR, with half board - 310 EUR per week.